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Summary

As a UI/UX Designer with a year of hands-on experience, I am dedicated to crafting user-centric digital experiences that seamlessly blend 

aesthetics with usability. Additionally, my expertise lies in effectively bridging the gap between creative design concepts and functional 

user interfaces. I eagerly embrace learning opportunities to expand my skill set and confidently tackle any design challenge. I am skilled in 

collaborating with cross-functional teams to deliver exceptional digital experiences.

UI/UX Project

Thrend - A mobile application for Thrift Shopping

“Thrend” is the concept of a thrifting application, enabling users to browse and purchase preloved and vintage clothing at affordable 


prices from across India while championing sustainable fashion.  (Check it here)

Reco - A mobile application for Waste Management.

“Reco” presents a waste management application, empowering users to effortlessly sell household, institutional, and various types of 

waste and scrap materials at market prices, and as per their convenient time. (Check it here)

Personal Website - A website to showcase my Expertise and Portfolio.

I have designed and developed a website from the scratch to showcase my expertise and portfolio of work. (Check it here)

Work Experience

Tekzen System - Mysore, India

UI/UX Designer

March 2023 - Present

 Hands-on experience in using industry-specific software and tools

 I have contributed to over 10 projects involving dashboards, web pages, mobile app screens, responsive design, and more

 Crafted dynamic, interactive prototypes to illustrate design concepts and gather stakeholder feedback

 I have played a pivotal role in increasing design approval rates by delivering designs in a manner that requires very few modifications

 80% of the time, my designs are approved without any major modification

 Collaborated closely with 20+ Stakeholders, UI developers and testers to translate design concepts into fully responsive websites, 

ensuring impeccable functionality across diverse platforms and devices

Education

2022 - 2023

DesignBoat UI/UX School - Bengaluru, India

Professional Bootcamp in UI/UX Design

2019 - 2022

The University of Burdwan - West Bengal, India

Bachelor Degree in Geography

Skills

 Design : Design Thinking Process, User Centric Design, User Research, Design System, UI Design, UX Design, Colors Theory, Typography, 

Prototype, Responsive, Accessibility, UI Animation, Basic Front-end Development.

 Tools : Figma, Adobe XD, Photoshop, Illustrator, After Effects, Protopie, HTML, CSS, Bootstrap, VS Code, and  AI tools .

 Soft Skills : Team Harmony, Time Tracker, Agile Edge, Problem Solving, Adaptability, Showcase Savvy, Think Sharp.

Others

Languages : Bengali (Native), English (Conversational), Hindi (Conversational).

Hobbies : Cricket, Exercise and Fitness, Photography, Traveling.
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